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Denis Judd is Professor of British and Commonwealth History at London
Metropolitan University. He was educated at Magdalen College, Oxford,
going on to take his Ph.D. at the University of London. He is a Fellow of the
Royal Historical Society and a policy adviser to the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office. He is a frequent broadcaster on radio and TV in the
United Kingdom and abroad, and a regular contributor to the international
press. His more than two dozen books cover a wide variety of topics—histori-
cal studies, biographies, children’s stories, and two novels.


His history books include The Lion and the Tiger: The Rise and Fall of the
British Raj (2004), The Boer War (with Keith Surridge [2002]), and Empire:
The British Imperial Experience from 1765 to the Present, with Alison Uttley
(2001). His earlier work (dates and latest editions given) includes Balfour and
the British Empire (1968), The Victorian Empire (1970), Edward VII (1975),
The Crimean War (1975), Palmerston (1975), Lord Reading (1982), Prince
Philip (1991), Radical Joe: A Life of Joseph Chamberlain (1993), Jawaharlal
Nehru (1993), The Life and Times of King George V (1993), and Someone
Has Blundered (1999).


Suggested Reading for This Course


You will get the most out of this course by reading Professor Judd’s
book, Empire: The British Imperial Experience from 1765 to the Present,
published by Basic Books, 1998.
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About Your Professor


Denis Judd







Introduction
This course will examine the growth and development of the largest empire


in world history—the British Empire—beginning with the late fifteenth century
Tudor dynasty in England and ending with the death of the Queen-Empress
Victoria in 1901.


By the beginning of the twentieth century, there were very few countries or
people who had not been affected, one way or another, by the impact of the
British. The Empire itself by then covered over a quarter of the world’s land
surface, the Royal Navy dominated the oceans, and one in every four
human beings lived under British rule.


Yet despite all of this global power and the emergence of Britain by the
beginning of the nineteenth century as the world’s first true superpower, the
British Empire had very humble, small-scale origins.


In the course, we shall proceed chronologically, but also look more closely
at particular themes and countries. The course will not provide a fully com-
prehensive survey, an enormous task anyway; rather, we shall seek to
uncover and understand the essential historical truths about this mightiest
of empires.
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The Tudors—Renaissance Princes?


1. Having ended the lengthy and
bloody Wars of the Roses with his
victory over Richard III in 1485, the
new Tudor king, Henry VII, set
about uniting his kingdom with
strong and relatively enlightened
central government. He also brought
the warring factions together by
marrying Elizabeth of York, the
daughter of the second-to-last
Yorkist king, Edward IV. In the
Tudors, the houses of York and
Lancaster were at last truly united.


2. But Henry VII was also interested
in the new science and the age of
discovery that Columbus’s epic
1492 voyage to the West Indies
had unleashed.


3. In 1497-8, Henry backed Cabot’s
voyage to the Americas, during


Introduction:


This lecture explains how, under the new Tudor dynasty from 1485, England
turned away from its preoccupations with France and Europe and estab-
lished the foundations of the British Empire in North America, the Caribbean,
and India.
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Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .


Read Denis Judd’s Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to
the Present, pp. 1-17.


Issues . . .


1. How important was the influence of monarchs like Henry VII and Elizabeth
I in this process of expansion and colonisation?


2. What did England stand to gain from this penetration of the wider world?


3. Was trade and commerce always more important than the planting
of colonies?


4. Were the foundations of British naval supremacy laid during this period?
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Lecture 1:
The Tudor Empire from the Discovery of Newfoundland in 1497 to the


Founding of Virginia and the Death of Elizabeth I in 1603


Henry VII
(1457-1509)
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which Newfoundland was discovered. From then, England was involved in
the settlement of North America.


4. Henry also encouraged English mariners to seek the elusive northwest
and northeast sea passages to the Indies. Although it proved impossible
to reach the riches of the Indies this way, English explorers and mer-
chants did eventually reach areas like Hudson’s Bay in Canada and the
Russian Empire, with its trading potential, in the east.


5. Henry VII’s granddaughter, Elizabeth I, was the next Tudor to expand
England’s trade and empire with the founding of Virginia and the estab-
lishment in 1600 of the East India Company to trade with the Spice
Islands and India.


6. Each monarch hoped that extra trade would swell taxes and benefit
them personally.


North America


1. The discovery of Newfoundland, though it was to prove most valuable for
its rich cod fisheries, opened the door to English, then British, colonisation
in North America.


2. With the settlement of Virginia in 1585, England was on its way to becom-
ing the dominant force in North America—even though it proved to be a
long struggle to put Virginia on a sound and self-sufficient basis.


3. The continent not merely allowed increasing numbers of British settlers a
new life, often free from religious intolerance at home, but also boosted
the volume of trade.


4. Profitable trade took some time to become established in the New World,
although eventually crops like tobacco, and then sugar and cotton, were
very successful.
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John Cabot prepares to board ship in Bristol harbor on his first attempt to reach Asia on a
northerly route in 1496. His first try failed, but on the second voyage (1497) he reached
Newfoundland.
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5. Literally, a new England was being created 3,000 miles from old England,
and soon proved to be a haven for religious and political dissenters, and a
place where social experiments in patterns of living could occur.


The West Indies


1. This region was also opened up by English settlers and merchants under
the Tudors.


2. For some time, white indentured servants and convicts did much of the
hard work—in colonies like St. Kitts, Barbados, Nevis, and Antigua.


3. Eventually, however, it was thought better and cheaper to import black
slaves from West Africa, in the now infamous “triangle of trade.” This
trade begins in earnest in the early sixteenth century.


4. The huge profits from the cane-sugar
trade soon made the Caribbean a fiercely
contested area between European pow-
ers, and a hot spot of piracy.


5. In English colonies, as in North America,
colonial assemblies ran on the lines of
the Westminster Parliament and domi-
nated the local political and commer-
cial scene.


India and the Spice Trade


1. Like many Europeans, the
Elizabethans desperately wanted to
break the Muslims’ Eastern
Mediterranean control over the
extremely lucrative spice trade from
India and the East Indies.


2. As early as 1583, an English expe-
dition, led by London merchant
Ralph Fitch, travelled through the
Middle East (noting, though not
understanding, the oil bubbling to
the surface in what is now Iraq), on to
India, and then on to modern
Indonesia in search of the spice trade.


3. In 1600, Elizabeth I, hoping for trade and customs profits, chartered the
East India Company. It was this company that was eventually to become
the dominant European commercial and imperial power in India.


4. By the time of Elizabeth’s death, English merchants were beginning to
open up their trade contacts with an India ruled by the Mughal Emperors
and a variety of powerful princes.


5. For the most part, early English traders and diplomats were overawed by
the wealth and sophistication of the Mughal imperial system in India.
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Elizabeth I
(1553-1603)
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Francis Drake accepting the surrender of a Spanish Captain from the Spanish Armada, 1588
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Sea Power and Piracy


1. England, Shakespeare’s “jewel set in a silver sea,” had always been a
maritime nation of sailors, fishermen, smugglers, and men just messing
about in boats.


2. It was therefore natural that the English, backed by a rapidly expanding
overseas trade and an ambitious monarchy, should soon become the
greatest sea power in the world.


3. Explorers like Sir Walter Raleigh soon became the superstars of their day
and favourites at court, regaling their listeners with strange travellers’ tales
and holding out the lure of discovering some fabulously wealthy “el
Dorado” in far distant places.


4. Elizabeth I used her famous “sea dogs,” fast-sailing, daring, and ruthless
sailors like Drake and Hawkins, to harry Spanish, Portuguese, and French
shipping; to raid the Spanish coast; and to plunder the Caribbean and
Latin America.


5. The dividing line between piracy and patriotic endeavour was often very
hard to see, but Elizabeth used her ships in the complex struggle between
Protestant England, backing the Protestant Netherlands, and the great
Catholic powers of Europe.


6. In this way, the planting of English colonies in the New World was part of
the building of an anti-Spanish, anti-Catholic empire in the West.


7. This climaxed in 1588 when Philip II of Spain sent the Spanish-
Portuguese Armada to invade and conquer England.


8. The stunning and comprehensive victory of the English fleet in 1588 over
the armada confirmed not only Elizabeth’s throne but also the arrival of
England as a major maritime power.


9. By the time of the Queen’s death, therefore, England was firmly set on the
path that was to lead toward her global imperial, colonial, and commercial
greatness—though there were to be many disappointments and failures
on the way, and a series of ferocious wars to be fought over trade and
colonies against the Catholic sea powers of Spain, Portugal, and France.
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1. How did England’s search for northwest and northeast passages to India
contribute to the growing Empire?


2. How did the English navy play an important role in the struggle between
England and the Catholic powers of Europe?


Judd, Denis. Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to the
Present. Reprint edition. New York: Basic Books, 1998.


Canny, Nicholas, ed. The Oxford History of the British Empire: The Origins of
Empire. Oxford & New York: Oxford University Press, 1998.


James, Lawrence. The Rise and Fall of the British Empire. London: Little,
Brown, 1994.


1. www.royal.gov.uk/output/Page46.asp - Official government site on the
British monarchy: this page is an overview of the life and reign of Queen
Elizabeth I. The site contains links to other sites of the Tudor Monarchs and
other dynasties of the British realm.


2. www.elizabethi.org/ - Excellent site by a postgraduate student of the
Elizabethan era containing detailed information about the Queen and the
times in which she lived and ruled. This site also contains links to other sites
relevant to the topic.


Erickson, Carolly. The First Elizabeth. Narrated by Nelson Runger.
UNABRIDGED. Recorded Books, 2000. 12 cassettes/18.5 hours.


Sugden, John. Sir Francis Drake. Narrated by Ian Stuart. UNABRIDGED.
Recorded Books, 2003. 14 cassettes/19.5 hours.


To order Recorded Books, call 1-800-636-3399 or go to
www.modernscholar.com. Also available for rental.


�FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING


Consider


Suggested Reading


Other Books of Interest


Websites to Visit


Recorded Books
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Elizabethan Initiatives


1. As we have seen already, Elizabeth I’s desire to confront Spain in both
the old world and the new led to the founding of Virginia and the encour-
agement of the piratical and exploring activities of men like Francis Drake
and Walter Raleigh.


2. There was also the growing attraction of the West Indies as places of set-
tlement and a source of profitable exports like sugar—it is important to
realise how exciting exotic, “quick fix” luxury foods like sugar and choco-
late were to European taste buds.


3. There was always the lure of precious metals and the chance of capturing
Spanish treasure ships plying the trans-atlantic route on the long and haz-
ardous sea route from the silver mines of South America to Spain. This, in
itself, goes a long way to explaining the growth of piracy in the region—
especially the Caribbean.


A Godly Commonwealth?


1. The desire for religious toleration, and to escape from government repres-
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Issues . . .


1. Why did so many English, then British, people and trading organisations
make for the New World in the Americas?


2. How important was the utopian ideal, or at least the hope of starting a new
and better life?


3. How did economic and political conditions in Britain drive the expansion
into the Americas?


4. How did Britain deal with its European rivals in the Western Hemisphere?


5. Why was the sugar trade so important?


6. What political and commercial system had been developed in North
America and the Caribbean by the middle of the eighteenth century?


7. How valuable was this western empire to Britain?


Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .


Read Nicholas Canny’s (ed.) The Oxford History of the British Empire: The
Origins of Empire, pp. 53-97.


Lecture 2:
Colonies in the New World


Introduction:


Colonies in the New World became a haven for religious dissenters and a
profitable source of trade. Before asserting dominance in the region, howev-
er, Britain would have to confront a number of European rivals.
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sion for nonconformity to the Church of England, was an important part of
British immigration to the New World.


2. In New England, Puritan dissenters settled colonies like Massachusetts
Bay in order to escape from fines and punishments for repeated failure to
conform to the state church, the Church of England, at home.


3. But the Puritans also split into different sects, and hence tended to split
off from each other, forming new colonial settlements like Connecticut and
Rhode Island.


4. In Maryland (Catholic) and in Pennsylvania (Quaker) dissenters found
new lives and relatively safe havens.


5. It is important to realise what savage punishments dissenters could face
in England. Between 1647 and 1661, for example, 6,000 Quakers were
imprisoned and over 500 died as the result of violent state-enforced pun-
ishments, which included public floggings, branding, and tongue piercing
with red-hot irons.


The Sugar Islands


1. Increasingly, the new sugar plantations of the Caribbean brought huge
profits to English commerce—especially after the introduction of African
slavery to the New World.


2. English settlers also went in quite large numbers to islands like Barbados
and St. Kitts, often working as indentured labourers for rich landowners
and planters. In fact, there is still a small white population in Barbados
that speaks a seventeenth-century dialect of English.


3. When Cromwell’s mid-seventeenth-century government launched its
Western Design campaign to extend British holdings, Jamaica was taken
from the Spanish.


4. In subsequent wars against Spain, France, and the Netherlands, Britain
acquired a large Caribbean empire that stretched from the Bahamas
to Trinidad.


Slavery and the Slave Trade


1. The urgent need to develop the sugar industry and the growth of planta-
tion crops in the southern American colonies created the slave trade.


2. Initially, one of the main problems was that the indigenous Native
Americans could not be tamed and organised as a plantation
economy demanded.


3. Britain was one of the foremost slave-trade nations, and the development
of cities like Bristol and Liverpool was largely based upon this commerce.


4. The demography of the New World was thus permanently affected.


5. The slave trade, marked by the horrors of the transatlantic Middle
Passage to the New World, soon became a byword for cruelty
and inhumanity.







6. Slave populations were kept tightly controlled, and any sign of rebellion
was ferociously crushed.


7. The anti-slave-trade movement also developed, precipitating a fierce
debate that was finally resolved by the British abolition of the trade in 1807.


The Later Colonies


1. Under the later Stuarts (Charles II, James II, William and Mary, and
Queen Anne) and the Hanoverians (from George I onwards), more main-
land colonies were founded or acquired (e.g., New York, North and South
Carolina, Georgia).


2. Trade was almost always the prime motive, though the opportunities for
immigrants were also central.


3. In practice, local oligarchies and chartered companies ruled the colonial
settlements, operating through the colonial assemblies, and there was a
give and take of relations with Royal officials.


4. In all the colonies, settlers clung with fierce determination to the newly
accepted rights and freedoms of “free-born Englishmen”—freedoms partly
won as the result of Parliament’s victory in the civil wars of the mid-seven-
teenth century.


Beating Off the Rivals


1. Britain’s presence in the New World led to a series of complex and signifi-
cant confrontations with other major European colonial powers.


2. Britain triumphed for two fundamental reasons. One was the strength of
the Royal Navy (officers like Nelson made their reputations in Caribbean-
based battles).


Opposites: Sir John Hawkins (1532-1595) was one of the first British mariners to trade in slaves
from Africa to the West Indies. William Wilberforce (1759-1833), a member of Parliament and
abolitionist, was largely responsible for ending the slave trade in 1807 after an eighteen-year-long
effort in the House of Commons.
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3. The other was the strong support given by the overwhelmingly Protestant
English-speaking settlers of the New World to the mother country, espe-
cially in conflict with the widely hated Catholic powers of Spain and France.


4. By the end of the Seven Years’ War in 1763, Britain was the greatest
power in the region.


In September, 1759, British General James Wolfe secreted 4,000 troops up a steep path to the
Plains of Abraham, trapping the French Marquis de Montcalm and his 14,000 defenders behind
the Quebec City walls. Both leaders were wounded in the battle. Wolfe lived just long enough to
learn of his victory, while the Marquis died the next day. The battle essentially ended the exis-
tence of New France.
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Gen. James WolfeGen. James Wolfe
(1727-1759)(1727-1759)


Marquis de MontcalmMarquis de Montcalm
(1712-1759)(1712-1759)
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5. By 1763, Britain had won, with staunch colonial help, a series of what
were in effect the first true world wars.


The Old Colonial System


1. The relationship between Britain and her New World colonies was based
upon mutual need and considerable tolerance. How could that have been
otherwise, with colonies and mother country separated by 3,000 miles of
ocean and communication therefore so painfully slow?


2. Britain asserted its role as protector and ultimate authority.


3. In practice, a good deal of local colonial government was left to the
colonists operating through their colonial assemblies.


4. When conflict arose between the Crown and local interests, the colonial
power-brokers generally sorted it out with royal officials.


5. The commercial life of the system was profitable and steadily expanding,
with raw materials and foods being exported to Britain and manufactured
goods and slaves being shipped to the Americas.


6. Only when the British government seemed to disrupt the old pattern of
give and take in 1765 with the apparently punitive Stamp Act did the
descent toward revolution and political separation begin.


British merchants shipped out American-grown tobacco to England and returned
with finished goods such as clothing, farm implements, and muskets.
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1. What was the main lure, particularly for English settlers, of the New World?


2. What were the major factors contributing to the growth of the slave trade?


Canny, Nicholas, ed. The Oxford History of the British Empire: The Origins of
Empire. Oxford & New York: Oxford University Press, 1998.


Koehn, Nancy F. The Powers of Commerce: Economy and Governance in the
First British Empire. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1995.


Marshall, P.J., ed. The Cambridge Illustrated History of the British Empire.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996.


1. www.earlyamerica.com/review/spring97/newspapers.html - Well-researched
site by David A. Copeland covering the history of the French and Indian
Wars as reported in newspapers of the era. Includes a bibliography.


2. www.pbs.org/wgbh/aia/part1/narrative.htmll - WGBH/PBS site for the
“Africans in America” series (site is organized in sections by years covered).


3. www.channel4.com/history/microsites/H/history/pirates/ - Channel 4
International (UK) website with content on “Elizabeth’s Pirates.”


4. www.sunysb.edu/libmap/nypath2.htm - State University of New York at Stony
Brook site. For map lovers, this site contains an extensive library of maps
created prior to 1800, primarily of the North American British Colonies.


Schama, Simon. A History of Britain: The Wars of the British, 1603-1776.
Narrated by Timothy West. ABRIDGED. Recorded Books, 2003.
7 cassettes/11 hours.


To order Recorded Books, call 1-800-636-3399 or go to
www.modernscholar.com. Also available for rental.
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Laying Foundations, 1600-1709


1. The British set up factories and trading stations at Surat, Madras,
Bombay, and Calcutta, a slow business of negotiation and treaty.


2. They formed a complex network of relations with the Mughals, the Muslim
emperors of India, and local princes.


3. The balance of trade was at first difficult, with Indian exports to England
having to be paid in silver bullion because the Indian economy did not at
first need English manufactures and commodities.


4. The amalgamation of the two East India Companies in 1709 unified British
trading activities.


5. There were early difficulties of facing other European rivals in India, espe-
cially the Portuguese and the French.


Waging War, and Winning


1. The wars against the French were part of the great eighteenth-century
global struggle between the two leading European powers.


2. The emergence of a soldier of genius, Robert Clive, and the crushing


Issues . . .


1. How well established were the English by the time of the death of
Elizabeth I?


2. What was the potential commercial value of India to the British?


3. How did the East India Company gain its first major territorial footholds?


4. What troubles did the British have with the Mughal Empire and local
Indian rulers?


5. How did Britain manage to triumph over its French, Portuguese, and
Dutch rivals in India?


6. How corrupt and authoritarian was British rule in India?


Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .


Read Denis Judd’s The Lion and the Tiger: The Rise and Fall of the British
Raj, pp. 1-45.


Lecture 3:
The British in India, c. 1600–1815


Introduction:


This lecture explains how first the English, and then the British, began
from their first contacts with the Indian subcontinent, and from their humble
trading beginnings, to dominate the whole subcontinent by the early nine-
teenth century.







British victory over the French
and their Indian allies at Plassey
in 1757 proved a turning point.


3. Taking on, and getting the best
of, the Mughals and other Indian
rulers required a combination of
force and diplomacy.


4. Why did the British become the
subcontinental paramount power
by 1815? Largely through the
exercise of sea power and well-
organised East India Company
armies, and through the British
capacity shrewdly to exploit the
many differences in India, differ-
ences of religion, language,
region, and identity.


Corruption or High-Minded Rule?


1. The temptations to line British pockets; the way the temptations of corrup-
tion worked. Increasingly, the British acted as tax collectors.


2. More and more, Parliament interfered in the process of Company rule as
the eighteenth century unfolded.


3. Late eighteenth-century showdown: the Fox and Pitt India Bills and the
impeachment of Warren Hastings.


4. Pitt’s India Act of 1784 established parliamentary control over the East
India Company and asserted the responsibility of the Crown for the good
government of Indian subjects.


5. The assertion of proper parliamentary control was partly about a growing
sense of public morality in British politics and partly about the realisation
that incorrupt rule would win the Company more support from the ruled.


British Life in India


1. There was a need to adjust lifestyles in relation to the climate, food, alco-
hol, clothes, the need for the cool hill stations, etc. The British took some
time to adapt.


2. Sexual relations: the free and easy early days of marrying Indian
women and the taking of local mistresses were officially discouraged by
the end of the eighteenth century. There were some celebrated scan-
dals. But the British impact also produced a fairly large population of
mixed ethnicity—the Anglo-Indians.


3. The arrival of the memsahibs: as more and more British women arrived in
India, often to live and bear children, British men were far less able to “go
native” and take Indian mistresses—though prostitution flourished to ser-
vice the British armies based in India.
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Lord Robert Clive, Baron of Plassey
(1725-1774)
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4. Among the memsahibs, there was often a highly charged atmosphere of
unkind gossip, rivalry, and, above all, a pervasive fear of the dark, Indian
“other.”


5. Partly as a result, social relations between British and Indians became
more strained and separate.


6. Two systems of living emerged: British and Indian. Naturally, imperial con-
trol fundamentally rested on the proclaimed “superiority” of the rulers over
the ruled.


7. There was also a profound impact of things Indian on British lifestyles: the
enjoyment of curry, pyjamas, bungalows, the Prince Regent’s exotic
Mughal-style pavilion at Brighton, and so on.


8. As British power grew, official pomp and ceremony (some of it, like the
coronation ceremony of the Durbar, learnt from the Mughal emperors)
became a part of the Raj and was even exported to Britain itself.


A Civilizing Mission?


1. As the fight to control corruption was won, the British advanced various
justifications for their rule, apart from the commercial—notably good gov-
ernment and economic development.


2. There was a considerable impact of evangelical Christian missionaries
upon India, resulting in a small Indian Christian community. The mission-
aries also made some Hindus and Muslims anxious lest the British meant
to convert them all.


3. The approach to education: Macaulay’s westernising education policy of
the early nineteenth century aimed at producing a subclass of brown
British indigenous people.


4. As the Raj grew stronger, and India more valuable to Britain, there was
the inevitable growth of racist British perceptions and attitudes.


The Balance Sheet by 1815


1. India had considerable value to the British in terms of trade; by 1900, 20
percent of British trade was with India and a similar amount of overseas
investment was in the subcontinent.


2. There was enormous value for a continual free supply of Indian troops for
British policy, paid for by Indian taxpayers and allowing British govern-
ments to avoid conscription at home.


3. There was the value simply of the prestige of ruling most of India—a stag-
gering symbol of British world power.


4. But was British rule simply based upon “divide and rule”? Conflict or col-
laboration? Did this set Indians against each other?


5. What, in the end, did most Indians get out of the Raj?
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1. How did England overcome its European rivals in India?


2. What cultural conflicts arose between the British and Indians?


Judd, Denis. The Lion and the Tiger: The Rise and Fall of the British Raj,
1600-1947. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004.


Keay, John. India: A History. London: HarperCollins, 2000.


1. www.sscnet.ucla.edu/southasia/History/British/BrIndia.html - UCLA site with
a good overview of the early British presence in India, including pages on
the East India Company, Robert Clive, and the Battle of Plassey.


2. www.members.tripod.com/~INDIA_RESOURCE/ - India-Resource is a Web
resource for India-related nonprofit or noncommercial sites featuring Indian
history, its cultural legacy, news and analysis, and progressive activism. It
features essays on the history of India, including bibliographies and links to
other sites.


�FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING


Consider


Other Books of Interest


Websites to Visit


Suggested Reading
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Trading Partners
and British
Subjects


1. The commercial
connections
across the
Atlantic were
both profitable
and growing.


2. The cultural,
legal, and politi-
cal links, from a
common lan-
guage and litera-
ture to a com-
mon law and
similar political
practices, were
significant.


Issues . . .


1. What was value of the American colonies to Britain?


2. How did the pre-1765 relationship between mother country and
colonies work?


3. Why did the American colonies eventually rebel?


4. Why did the British lose the Revolutionary War?


5. What impact did
these events
have upon the
development of
the Empire?


Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .


Read Denis Judd’s Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to
the Present, pp. 18-28.


Lecture 4:
The American Revolution and the Restructured Empire


Introduction:


This lecture looks at how the British Empire seemed to have been virtually
destroyed by the successful revolt of the American colonies, but how, in fact,
there was still a very significant empire left, and one which was to be gov-
erned more pragmatically than before.
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3. The local colonial assemblies, working with local oligarchies and the royal
authorities, held and maintained the local balance of power.


4. There was generally a good level of understanding between Britain and
the colonies.


5. Well before the Revolution, colonial leaders and the British authorities dis-
cussed the Albany plan and a protocommonwealth.


The Catalyst of War


1. Britain’s victory in the Seven Years’ War apparently destroyed French
power forever in North America, but also
liberated the colonists from their need
for British protection.


2. The colonial contribution to victory
was substantial.


3. The annexation of Quebec in 1763, with
its French-Catholic population, stirred
up the deep-seated dislike of papists
felt in many American colonies, espe-
cially in New England, and seemed
to change the balance within British
North America.


4. British policy shifted after 1765 to a
more assertive and fiscally
demanding one.


Growing Crisis


1. British demands for extra taxes to pay
for America’s defence were increasingly
resented and resisted.


2. The furor over the 1765 Stamp Act and
other measures surprised both sides.


3. The input of King George III was rigid,
authoritarian, and
eventually coun-
terproductive.


4. The Boston Tea
Party and the
Battle of
Lexington indi-
cated how
strong some
colonial resent-
ments were.
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Bostonians reacted angrily (some
violently) when printed notices of the
Stamp Act were made public in 1765.
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5. Both sides fitfully struggled to find a compromise.


6. The descent to all-out war partly resulted from the growth of American
radicalism.


The War of Independence


1. Each side had its strengths and weaknesses.


2. There were serious divisions in the American camp: loyalists versus rebels.


3. The campaigns demonstrated the difficulty of crushing the rebels.


4. The crucial intervention of the French and the Spanish in the fighting
swung the balance of the war toward the rebels.


5. Washington, Valley Forge, and the final triumph.


6. The 1783 Peace and the Declaration of Independence: The sovereign
United States of America came into being.


Is This Loss the End of the First British Empire?


1. British and foreign reactions to the defeat almost all wrote off Britain’s
imperial future.


2. British governments restructured their imperial relations with Canada,
Ireland, India, and other possessions, hoping to avoid another American-
style rebellion and loss.


3. The British now recognised the need to be sensitive to the demands of
other white colonists for sufficient local independence and freedom.


4. The migration of Empire loyalists to Canada brought an important new
and politically aware group of English-speaking settlers into loyal colonies
like New Brunswick.


The Battle of Lexington, 1775
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Was There Still a
Special Relationship?


1. Despite the damage
done by the war,
the new United
States and Britain
continued to be
closely linked in
ways other
than political.


2. Trade boomed as
never before after
the rebellion.


3. Cultural links
remained strong.


4. The United States
remained a magnet
for British immi-
grants, especially
during the nineteenth century.


British Reactions


1. The British were determined to avoid such a colonial rupture ever happen-
ing again.


2. Britain decided to turn much of her rapidly developing commercial and
trading energies away from the North Atlantic and the Caribbean and
toward India and the Far East.


3. Renewed interest in terra australis led to the annexation of Australia and
later New Zealand.


4. Britain mostly behaved as a more pragmatic and liberal imperial power.
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Washington and Lafayette at Valley Forge
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1. What led to revolt in the American colonies?


2. How did Britain and America maintain a “special relationship” even after
the war?


Judd, Denis. Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to the
Present. Reprint edition. New York: Basic Books, 1998.


Anderson, Fred. Crucible of War: The Seven Years’ War and the Fate of
Empire in British North America, 1754-1766. New York: Vintage Books
USA, 2001.


Bayly, Christopher. Imperial Meridian: The British Empire and the World, 1780-
1830. London: Pearson Education UK, 1989.


Draper, Theodore. A Struggle for Power: The American Revolution. New York:
Vintage Books USA, 1997.


1. www.loc.gov/exhibits/british/brit-2.html - Library of Congress website “John
Bull & Uncle Sam: Four Centuries of British-American Relations.” Short syn-
opsis of the causes of the American Revolution, battles, and other short
vignettes of the period.


2. www.nv.cc.va.us/home/nvsageh/Hist121/Part1/BritishEmpire.html -
Northern Virginia Community College website: “History 121,” covering the
relationship of the American colonists with Britain and the underlying caus-
es of the Revolution.


Lancaster, Bruce. The American Revolution. Narrated by Alan Bergreen.
UNABRIDGED. Recorded Books, 2001. 8 cassettes/11 hours.


To order Recorded Books, call 1-800-636-3399 or go to
www.modernscholar.com. Also available for rental.


�FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING


Consider


Other Books of Interest


Suggested Reading


Websites to Visit


Recorded Books
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The First Fleet of 1788


1. The convict system; who were the convicts and why were they sent?


2. Abuses abounded in the convict system, ranging from hard labour to
homosexual activity.


3. Political prisoners ranged from Chartists and trade unionists to
Irish rebels.


4. A growing campaign was seen against the transportation of convicted
felons.


5. Why was the transportation system finally ended and what was its impact
upon Australia?


Free Settlers


1. Immigration was at first slow in the face of the convict system.


2. There were a number of social engineering and experimental settle-
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Issues . . .


1. Why did Britain open up a strange continent 6,000 miles from home?


2. Why was convict transportation so central to the experience, and why was
it so controversial?


3. Did the British carry out ethnic cleansing in relation to the Aboriginal people?


4. What was the value of Australia to Britain?


5. Why did so many Australian colonies become self-governing by
the 1870s?


6. Why was New Zealand colonised?


7. Was it true that relations with the Maori people were much better than
with the Aborigines?


Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .


Read Denis Judd’s Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to
the Present, pp. 29-39.


Lecture 5:
Australia and New Zealand: Convicts,


Settlers, and Self-Government


Introduction:


This lecture looks at the way in which Australia was opened up and devel-
oped in the aftermath of the American Revolution. The tension between the
convict transportation system and the arrival of free settlers is examined, as
well as the growth of an independent, bloody-minded Australian personality.
New Zealand was colonised some time after Australia, but here too there
were violent confrontations between indigenous people and white settlers.
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ments—often attempts to establish fairer and more balanced societies.


3. There was unrelenting struggle against a topsy-turvy environment and a
harsh, hot climate.


4. Why were most settlements coastal and not farther inland?


Ethnic Cleansing?


1. One of the greatest blots on Britain’s imperial record occurred in Australia.


2. Black, “aboriginal” people were from the outset persecuted and despised.


3. Black women were used as universally available sexual objects; black
men were put to work or simply booted aside.


4. White settlers hunted aboriginals like game, poisoned their food, and
sometimes tortured them to death.


5. In Tasmania, so severe was the persecution that black women became
infertile and the local blacks died out.


6. Not until the second half of the twentieth century were aboriginals recog-
nised as Australian citizens.


Economic Breakthrough


1. Sheep farming became the first great staple industry—supplying the vora-
cious and rapidly expanding wool mills of towns like Bradford, Halifax, and
Huddersfield in West Yorkshire.


2. A series of gold strikes in the 1850s transformed the economy and
encouraged mass free migration for the first time.


3. Australia saw the rise of the “Squatters”—rich sheep farmers, land own-
ers, and employers.


4. Conflict arose over government-issued gold licences and there was the
symbolic 1854 “Battle of the Eureka Stockade” between miners and
troops.


5. There was growing demand for self-government.


A wedding celebration of an Australian aboriginal tribe. Such scenes
became rare as white settlers moved deeper into aboriginal areas.
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New Zealand


1. This colony was opened up in the wake of the colonisation of Australia.


2. The 1840 Waitangi Treaty with the Maoris secured the land but resulted in
bitter and chronic conflict.


3. There were two ferociously fought Maori Wars; finally, regular British
troops were needed to crush Maori resistance.


4. A pastoral economy was developed: sheep and dairy farming.


5. Could an accord be found between the two ethnic groups? Despite gain-
ing a limited franchise, the Maoris nevertheless remained poorer and gen-
erally socially inferior to white New Zealanders.


Self-government and Dependency


1. Careful to avoid another American Revolution, the British government
made early concessions in both countries over settler demands for self-rule.


2. Devolution was made easier by the overwhelmingly British makeup of the
white populations.


3. Local self-government was achieved in most of the Australian colonies
and New Zealand by the early 1870s, but, unlike the United States, they
remained within the Empire.


4. Australia and New Zealand were fiercely loyal members of the Empire,
supporting Britain in various wars.


5. But they were also heavily dependent upon British protection—mainly
naval protection.


6. The vast bulk of a steadily growing trade flowed to and from Britain.
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1. How did the convict system affect early immigration to Australia?


2. Despite achieving self-government, why did Australia and New Zealand
remain loyal members of the Empire?


Judd, Denis. Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to the
Present. Reprint edition. New York: Basic Books, 1998.


Belich, James. Making Peoples: A History of the New Zealanders from
Polynesian Settlement to the End of the Nineteenth Century. Honolulu, HI:
University of Hawaii Press, 1996.


Hughes, Robert. The Fatal Shore: The Epic of Australia’s Founding. New York:
Vintage Books USA, 1988.


1. www.jcu.edu.au/aff/history/about/about.htm - The Electronic Journal of
Australian and New Zealand History. The Journal is supported by the
School of Humanities, James Cook University, and contains articles,
essays, and reviews by scholars specializing in the history of Australia and
New Zealand. Content covers early exploration through current issues.


2. www.thecore.nus.edu/landow/post/australia/colonialov.html - National
University of Singapore site with links to literature, essays, and other writing
on the history of the settlement of Australia and New Zealand.


Moorehead, Alan. Cooper’s Creek, The Opening of Australia. Narrated by
Nelson Runger. UNABRIDGED. Recorded Books, 2002.
6 cassettes/8.5 hours.


To order Recorded Books, call 1-800-636-3399 or go to
www.modernscholar.com. Also available for rental.
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The Act of Union - 1800


1. The union was mainly designed to make Ireland safe against the threat
of Britain’s global enemies—mainly France: revolutionary, but still
Catholic.


2. This was largely by consent, and for a while much to Ireland’s economic
advantage.


3. Union brought the end of the Irish Parliament in Dublin and of Irish “inde-
pendence”—difficult though that was to assert.


4. More than eighty Irish members of Parliament now sit in the House of
Commons; what was their impact?


Growth of Irish Discontent


1. The great famines of the early nineteenth century, especially the potato
crop failures, devastated rural Ireland, and seemed to indicate English
ruthlessness and neglect.


2. Local discontent often turned to hatred and rebellion; there were chronic
problems of law and order.
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Issues . . .


1. Why was Ireland incorporated into the Union with England, Scotland, and
Wales in 1801?


2. Why initially did so many well-to-do Catholics support the Act of Union?


3. How did the Ulster Protestants get there in the first place, and what was
their attitude to the union and to their Catholic countrymen?


4. How exploited was Ireland by England and English landlords?


5. What part did Irish men and women play in the development of the nine-
teenth-century Empire?


6. Why, by the 1880s, was the issue of Irish Home Rule so prominent and
so bitterly controversial?


7. Why, by 1914, had Ireland not received Home Rule as promised?


Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .


Read Denis Judd’s Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to
the Present, pp. 40-49.


Lecture 6:
Ireland: Mother Country or Exploited British Colony?


Introduction:


Though the 1800 Act of Union that brought Ireland under British rule at first
was generally consented to within Ireland, discontent soon grew, and a divi-
sive movement for Home Rule entered the political landscape.







3. British reforms often appeared as too little and too late.


4. Britain swung between “coercion” and “kindness” in its treatment of Ireland.


5. Most southern Irish members of Parliament in the Commons were glad to
be described as “Irish Nationalists” by the 1870s. They put pressure on
United Kingdom governments.


The Irish Protestants


1. The Church of Ireland/Anglican Protestants of the English ascendancy
owned much of the land and wielded much of the power throughout
Ireland.


2. But the majority of Ireland’s Protestants were the descendants of the
Scottish and English settlers “planted” in Ulster in the early seventeenth
century to keep Ireland safe for Protestantism and the Union.


3. Ulster Protestants fed on legends of papist tyranny and the decisive victory
of William of Orange in 1688, and were bitterly anti-Catholic.


4. They wanted to maintain land, jobs, and rights: “What we have, we hold.”


5. They effectively destroyed all hopes of a united “Home Rule” Ireland.


Ireland as Mother Country and Imperial Partner


1. Ireland had a strange dual identity as colony and enthusiastic imperial
partner with Britain.


2. Hundreds of thousands of Irish emigrated—mainly to the United States,
Canada, and Australia. They sometimes provided an anti-British “Fifth
Column” in these communities.


3. Thousands of Irish served in the British army. A disproportionate number
of top generals were Irish (though mostly Protestant), including Lords
Wellington, Kitchener, and Roberts.
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Despite “poor
laws” passed in
the 1830s by
Parliament to
provide a “last
resort” to the
poor, victims of
the 1840s pota-
to famine in
Ireland over-
whelmed an
already inade-
quate system.
Millions emi-
grated to
Canada,
Australia, New
Zealand, and
America.
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4. Irish administrators helped to govern the Empire.


The Home Rule Movement


1. By the early 1880s, the Liberals, led by W.E. Gladstone, had decided to
“lance the Irish boil” by introducing a modest measure of Home Rule.


2. Home Rule was an explosive issue and split the Liberal party, losing it
most of the general elections between 1886 and 1906.


3. Not only did the Ulster Protestants threaten rebellion unless Ireland stayed in
the Union, but about 30 percent of Liberal members of Parliament refused to
accept Home Rule.


4. This Liberal split led to the formation of the minority “Liberal Unionists,”
led by Joseph Chamberlain, who argued that Home Rule would destroy
the union and in due course the Empire itself.


5. Liberal Unionists allied with Conservatives in the 1895 election and
received government posts.


The Fate of Home Rule


1. With the Liberals mostly out of office after 1886, the Union was safe with the
Conservatives, who even then called themselves the “Unionists” to empha-
sise their implacable opposition to Home Rule.


2. After their 1906 landslide, however, a majority Liberal government again
passed a Home Rule Bill after Nationalist pressure.


3. In 1914, the bill was passed; the trouble lay in how to enforce it in the
face of Ulster militancy and the anti-Home Rule army “mutiny” at the
Curragh camp near Dublin.


4. The outbreak of the First World War in 1914 saw the British government try-
ing to partition Ireland.


5. Although the war put the Irish problem into cold storage, the 1916 Easter
rebellion and the subsequent collapse of British authority in much of the
south of the country meant that there had to be a postwar resolution to
the crisis, no matter how bloody and botched.
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1. Why would Ireland for the most part have been agreeable to British rule
in 1800?


2. What were the major factors leading to dissent with British rule?


Judd, Denis. Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to the
Present. Reprint edition. New York: Basic Books, 1998.


Howe, Stephen. Ireland and Empire: Colonial Legacies in Irish History and
Culture. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000.


Kenny, Kevin, ed. Oxford History of the British Empire: Ireland and the British
Empire. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000.


1. www.workhouses.org.uk/ - Excellent website dedicated to providing informa-
tion about the workhouse system in Great Britain. Separate pages for indi-
vidual regions provide detailed information.


2. www.bampfa.berkeley.edu/exhibits/irish/teacheresourcbody.html - University
of California-Berkeley (Berkeley Art Museum and Pacific Film Archive) web-
site with a short article about British-Irish relations. Includes links to specific
historical periods and topics.


Keneally, Thomas. The Great Shame, and the Triumph of the Irish in the
English-Speaking World. Narrated by John McDonough. UNABRIDGED.
Recorded Books, 2000. 24 cassettes/36 hours.


To order Recorded Books, call 1-800-636-3399 or go to
www.modernscholar.com. Also available for rental.
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The Rebellions of 1837


1. Why did French Canada and English-speaking Ontario rebel in the first
year of Queen Victoria’s reign?


2. Were the fears and resentments of both
sections justified?


3. How different were the two communities?


The British Response: The Durham Report
of 1840


1. Britain sent a commission led by “Radical
Jack” Durham to investigate the 1837
Canadian disturbances.


2. Durham spent considerable time in
Quebec and in English-speaking Canada
listening to complaints from loyalists and
French-speakers.


3. His final report recommended political
union between Quebec and Ontario, and
the introduction of “responsible govern-
ment” to the region.
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Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .


Read Denis Judd’s Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to
the Present, pp. 50-59.


Lecture 7:
The Canadian Crisis and the Spread of
Internal Colonial Self-Government


Introduction:


Disturbances in Canada between French- and English-speaking Canada led
to “responsible government,” a concept that the British would subsequently
extend to other areas of the Empire.


Issues . . .


1. What caused the Canadian rebellions of 1837?


2. How could English-speaking Canada be reconciled to the French-speak-
ing region?


3. Would the United States simply absorb Canada?


4. Could another “American-style rebellion” be prevented?


5. How could Canadian political identity be preserved?


6. What economic prospects did Canada have?


7. Could constitutional reform in Canada be applied elsewhere in the Empire?


John George Lambton
“Radical Jack”


1st Earl of Durham
(1792-1840)
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4. Responsible government is fundamentally the Westminster model: i.e., an
executive/cabinet responsible for its actions to an elected legislative
assembly or parliament.


5. The principle is of enormous significance in the British bid to keep its
white-settled colonies from following the United States’s example of revolt
and separation.


Responsible Government in Practice


1. Responsible government was only applied in fits and starts in British
North America, beginning with the maritime provinces of New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia, but eventually it was seen as the panacea for far-off
colonial discontent.


2. It removed the heavy hand of the British government from the white
colonists’ hopes for political freedom and economic development.


3. In Canada, it kept the French relatively content under British rule and
allowed English-speakers the chance of development within their own
colonies such as Ontario, New Brunswick, British Columbia, Prince
Edward Island, Alberta, etc.


4. By 1867, so successful was the experiment that the Canadian
Federation, linking the whole of British North America (save
Newfoundland), came into being.


5. It kept Canada free of the need to be drawn into the United States’s
union—which itself had become less attractive to most Canadians after
the ferocious American Civil War of 1861-65.


Economic Development


1. The opening up of the Canadian prairies and the economic successes of
both the east- and west-coast colonies consolidated Canadian identity
within the Empire.


2. The building of the Canadian Pacific Railway linked the 3,000 miles of
Canadian colonies in a politically necessary east-west fashion, rather than
in the more geographically natural north-south way.


3. A united and generally at-ease Canada became the model for other colo-
nial developments, and the senior dominion within the Empire.


The Spread of the Principle


1. The success of the Canadian model led to its introduction elsewhere: in
Australia, New Zealand, and British South Africa.


2. It created, by the 1870s, a new tier of imperial possession: the self-gov-
erning colony, a state within the Empire, yet responsible for the passing of
laws inside the colony.


3. At its best, it promised complete internal independence at some time in
the future, though within the Empire.


4. It had difficulties, however, in the British West Indies, where entrenched







white planter interests were strongly opposed to including freed blacks in
the existing local assembly framework. In Jamaica, in 1865, a black rebel-
lion was violently crushed and Britain asserted direct Colonial Office rule
instead—a move in the opposite direction to responsible government in
order to protect black rights!


5. The principle could be cautiously applied, though at first through represen-
tative, not responsible, government, to possessions as different as India,
the Gold Coast, Malaya, and Nigeria.


6. Eventually, it led to the formation of the Commonwealth of Nations.
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1. What are the fundamentals of “responsible government”?


2. What kept Canada from being drawn into union with the United States?


Judd, Denis. Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to the
Present. Reprint edition. New York: Basic Books, 1998.


Bothwell, Robert, and Denis Judd. A Traveller’s History of Canada.
Northampton, MA: Interlink Publishing Group, 2001.


Creighton, Donald G. Canada’s First Century. London: MacMillan, 1976.


Martin, Gerald, ed. The Durham Report and British Policy: A Critical Essay.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972.


1. www.onwar.com/aced/chrono/c1800s/yr35/fcanada1837a.htm - Short ver-
sion describing the events of the Papineau rebellion of 1837.


2. www.canadianencyclopedia.ca/index.cfm?PgNm=TCE&ArticleId=J0002472 -
Canadian Encyclopedia biography of John G. Lambton, 1st Earl of Durham,
and his report to the British Parliament on the Rebellions of 1837.


3. www.cprheritage.com/index.htm - A brief history of the Canadian Pacific
Railway from the late 1800s to present.
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Free Trade versus Protection


1. The early nineteenth century saw grow-
ing criticism of the old mercantilist sys-
tem of economic protection.


2. Because of the Industrial Revolution
and the booming economy of the
early nineteenth century, Britain
seemed to need less fiscal controls.


3. Eventually, the repeal of the Corn
Laws in 1846 unleashed the Free
Trade revolution and split the Tory
party—rendering it mostly unfit for gov-
ernment for the next thirty years.


4. British politicians and industrialists believed
Free Trade would enrich the nation,
create full employment, and keep
social revolution at bay.


5. The Empire’s trade was left to sink
or swim in the new environment.


Issues . . .


1. Why was there so much controversy over the issue of Free Trade
versus Protection in the early years of Queen Victoria’s reign?


2. Why did Free Trade win the struggle and what did this mean for
Empire trade?


3. Why did the issue emerge again in the 1890s?


4. How valuable to Britain was imperial trade and investment?


5. Did Britain develop or exploit her Empire?


6. Was this the start of “Globalisation”?


Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .


Read Denis Judd’s Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to
the Present, pp. 58-65.


Lecture 8:
Trade and Dominion:


The Profits and Commerce of Empire


Introduction:


The Industrial Revolution and a booming economy led to the Free Trade rev-
olution, which would pose definite challenges to the business of Empire—not
the least being the upstart economies of other industrialised nations.


Richard Cobden
(1804-1865)


British politician and economist, he was an
avid supporter of Free Trade policy and co-
founded the British Anti-Corn Law League in
1838. His commitment to the cause of Free
Trade almost ruined him.
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6. But British commercial and financial expertise, plus “gentlemanly capital-
ism” (the “old boys’” network of a like-minded British elite), kept the bulk
of Empire trade in British hands.


Development or Exploitation?


1. Imperialism rested fundamentally upon profits from trade and invest-
ment—what else was it for?


2. Britain was the world’s leading industrial, commercial, banking, and ship-
ping power for most of the nineteenth century.


3. Essentially, British manufactures and investments flowed into the Empire,
and the Empire’s raw material came the other way.


4. The Empire was also a safe haven for British investment on favourable
terms: e.g., the government guaranteed a 5 percent return on invest-
ments in the Indian railway system
for much of the nineteenth century.


5. Undoubtedly, however, some com-
panies exploited local workers and
manipulated local economies.


6. Some indigenous agricultural sys-
tems were subverted to British and
global market needs.


7. On the other hand, infrastructures
were developed on a huge scale—
though often to serve British com-
mercial and military interests first.


8. British rule also meant that reason-
ably liberal labour laws were eventu-
ally introduced, and that the rights of
workers were mostly protected by
imperial administrators.


9. But there were some examples of
ruthless exploitation (e.g., the
destruction of parts of the Indian cot-
ton trade to benefit the mills of
Lancashire left the “plains of India
white with the bones of weavers”).


10. In general, British globalisation brought benefits rather than disasters,
though sometimes it was a fine balance.


The Failure of Free Trade?


1. By the late nineteenth century, however, Free Trade seemed to be failing;
other industrialised countries (e.g., Germany and the United States) were
not only catching up with Britain, but were protecting their own expanding
industries from foreign competition.


In this Victorian-era illustration, Indian
cotton workers rest before loading anoth-
er ship bound for textile mills in England.
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2. By the 1890s, politicians like Joseph Chamberlain were pressing for a
return to Protection, or Tariff Reform, in order to blunt the edge of foreign
competition and to protect full employment (and hence social stability) in
the United Kingdom.


3. Tariff reformers also argued that only by the creation of an Empire-wide
“common market” could an increasingly complex and unmanageable
imperial structure be kept together.


4. By the beginning of the twentieth century, the tariff issue was a matter of
fierce controversy and ended up, once more, splitting the Conservative
Party in 1903.


5. The promotion of Empire trade was increasingly peddled as a panacea for
perceived national decline.


The Balance Sheet


1. For all the controversy that it created, the issue of Empire trade was
often overblown.


2. Britain’s trade with her Empire during the nineteenth century rarely
exceeded 30 percent of the whole, and frequently was less valuable than
trade with Europe or with the Americas.


3. Nonetheless, because of the nature of imperialism, and the hopes and
expectations that it raised, it remained a central issue in British political
life during the nineteenth century and well beyond.







1. What was the genesis of the Free Trade revolution?


2. What were the real effects of Free Trade on the Empire?


Judd, Denis. Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to the
Present. Reprint edition. New York: Basic Books, 1998.


Cain, P.J., and A.J. Hopkins. British Imperialism: Innovation and Expansion,
1688-1914. London: Longman Publishing Group, 1993.


Edsall, Nicholas C. Richard Cobden: Independent Radical. Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1986.


Judd, Denis. Radical Joe: A Life of Joseph Chamberlain. Cardiff, Wales, UK:
Wales University Press, 1993.


www.uea.ac.uk/his/research/projects/cobden/ - Website at the School of
History, University of East Anglia, Norwich, Norfolk, UK, The Cobden Letters
Project. This site contains Cobden’s biography, contacts for the project,
events, and links to other sites relevant to Cobden’s life.
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British Expansion


1. Even after Britain defeated
the powerful Mahratta con-
federacy in 1818 and had
seen off the French threat
by 1815, new acquisitions
were steadily made—includ-
ing the Punjab, part of
Burma, Sindh, and in 1856,
Avadh.


2. Much of this was to do with
controlling the great river
systems, as well as building
roads and railways to carry
trade and troops more effi-
ciently.L
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Issues . . .


1. Why did Britain, through the agency of the East India Company, keep
annexing territory in India between 1815 and 1857?


2. Why were tensions between rulers and ruled rising during the 1850s?


3. Why did the great rebellion, or Mutiny, of 1857-8 occur?


4. Why was the Mutiny so damaging to Anglo-Indian relations?


5. What did the takeover by the Crown after 1858, and Victoria’s later procla-
mation as Empress of India, mean?


6. What were the main characteristics of British rule after 1858?


7. Why was over a third of India left under the rule of the Indian princes?


8. How valuable to Britain was India during this period?


9. What does the reforming viceroyalty of Lord Curzon (1898-1905) tell us
about the Raj?


Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .


Read Denis Judd’s Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to
the Present, pp. 66-81.


Lecture 9:
The British Raj, 1815 to 1905:


The High Noon of Empire in India


Introduction:


British rule in India brought together two very different cultures, leading even-
tually to mutiny and uprising—causing Britain to reexamine its methods of
governing a possession that, despite the challenges of controlling it, held
great economic importance for the Empire.
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3. Also any major, troublesome Indian province needed to be controlled and
directly ruled—for instance, the well-organised and martial Sikh people of
the Punjab were less of a threat within the Empire than outside it.


4. Often British conquests were justified on the basis of replacing “bad” local
government with “good” imperial rule. In fact, there was nearly always a
commercial or strategic imperative there too.


The Civilizing Mission


1. Used as justification for British rule, but also sincere: Indian law, landhold-
ing, tax systems, education, and social structures were scrutinised and
often reformed.


2. When the British outlawed religious practices like sati, or widow burning,
however, Hindu traditionalists were offended.


3. Part of the civilising mission was aimed at creating a British-educated and
British-employed Indian elite of collaborators—there was even the hope
that Indian collaborators would take over the less important administrative
duties and become bound closely to the Raj as a result.


4. Fundamentally, however, what the British seemed to be saying throughout
was: our civilisation is far more advanced and valuable than yours.


The Great Rebellion, or Mutiny, of 1857-58


1. Accumulated grievances, fears, and resentments intensified under the
aggressive and expansionist Governor Generalship of Lord Dalhousie
(1849-56). The British seemed too intent on their reforming agenda and
insensitive to Indian fears and identity. The new Western technology was
often offensive to Indian tradition.


2. The annexation of Avadh in 1856 and increasing rumours over new
greased cartridges (offensive to both Hindu and Muslim troops in the East
India Company’s armies) were the turning points.


3. The Bengal Army (one of three such armies) was at the centre of the
rebellion, although most of India remained passive and groups like the
Sikhs helped the British to crush the uprising.


4. The rebels were divided over aims, though some princes and certain sec-
tions of the population supported them.


5. The mutiny was put down with ferocity, especially after the murder of British
women and children at the besieged town
of Kanpur in the United Provinces.


The Post-Mutiny Settlement


1. The Crown took over the running of British India from the East India
Company; in 1876, Victoria was proclaimed Empress—partly to bind the
princes who still officially ruled one-third of India to the British Raj.







2. The Secretary of State for India was then permanently in the British
Cabinet; the Governor General was re-titled Viceroy.


3. There was henceforth more reliance on safe “martial races” (often Muslim
and Sikh) to man the armies in India.


4. Breakdown of trust: Indians are frequently portrayed as “ungrateful” and
as potentially murderous barbarians.


5. The gap between the British and their subjects widened farther, a tendency
reinforced by the conservative views of the large number of British women
who lived and reared families in India.


6. The British adopted a more cautious reforming approach.


7. A third of India was confirmed as being ruled by the princes—no more
annexations, but British advisors kept an eye on the princes’ behaviour.


8. “Safety first” became the new motto of the Raj.


The Value of India to Britain


1. India was an important trading partner and centre of investment—around
20 percent of the British whole by the end of the nineteenth century.


2. India supplied Britain with a huge “tax free” army, enabling the United
Kingdom to avoid military conscription.


3. The Indian Empire confirmed Britain’s global position as the greatest
imperial power, particularly in the eyes of foreign states.


4. India’s importance, though, caused Britain to adjust its defence strategy
and to fret over the “Great Game”—the competition with Russia on
India’s frontiers.


Signs of Changing Times?


1. By the turn of the nineteenth century, however, new pressures were aris-
ing, notably the growth of Indian nationalism expressed through the for-
mation of the Indian National Congress and the Muslim League.


2. Ironically, many of the newly emerging Indian nationalist leaders were
men educated at British public (private) schools and universities
(e.g., Gandhi, Nehru, and Jinnah).


3. Between 1898 and 1905, the Viceroy, Lord Curzon, tried to prove that
British rule was more just and better for Indians than the rule of their own
people would ever be.


4. But Curzon’s controversial partitioning of Bengal in 1905 and his bitter
quarrel with the Indian Commander-in-Chief, Lord Kitchener, ruined his
reforming efforts and caused him to resign.


5. The British next began cautious reforms to associate more Indians in the
process of administration and politics—was this the beginning of the end
for the Raj?
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1. What led to mutiny in India in 1857-58?


2. What lessons did the British take away from this mutiny?


Judd, Denis. Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to the
Present. Reprint edition. New York: Basic Books, 1998.


Judd, Denis. The Lion and the Tiger: The Rise and Fall of the British Raj,
1600-1947, pp. 46-113. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004.


Macmillan, Margaret. Women of the Raj. London: Thames & Hudson, 1996.


Wolpert, Stanley. A New History of India. 3rd edition. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1989.


1. www.victorianweb.org/victorian/history/empire/empireov.html - The
Victorian Web is a project funded by the University Scholars Program,
National University of Singapore. The site contains detailed information,
particularly on the British in India, but also on the establishment and
history of the British Empire during the time of Queen Victoria. An
excellent resource for many topics covered in this and the other lectures
in this course. (Recommended by several institutions of higher education.)


2. www.kamat.com/kalranga/timeline/timeline.htm - Timeline of the history of
India; the site includes links relevant to the British Colonial era.
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The Suez Route and the
Occupation of Egypt


1. Britain had a clear determination to keep rival
powers out of Egypt and the short overland
route to India and the Far East—e.g.,
Nelson’s defeat of the French at the 1798
Battle of the Nile.


2. But in mid-century, France stole a march on
Britain by financing and building the Suez
Canal under the leadership of Ferdinand
de Lesseps.


3. The 1869 opening of the Suez Canal seriously
challenged British imperial and commer-
cial interests, especially her rule in India.


Issues . . .


1. Why did Britain become increasingly involved in Egypt and the Middle
East during the nineteenth century?


2. Why did the opening of the French-built Suez Canal in 1869 challenge
Britain’s imperial and national interests?


3. How well did Anglo-French cooperation work in the aftermath of Britain’s
purchase of a major holding in the Canal Company in 1875?


4. Why did Britain invade Egypt in 1882, and did that make her the real rul-
ing power there?


5. Why did Britain send Gordon of Khartoum to the Sudan in 1884, and
why was he killed there by Muslim fundamentalists?


6. What did Kitchener’s reconquest of the Sudan in 1898 mean for the
region?


7. How serious a Middle East power had Britain become by the time of the
death of Queen Victoria in 1901?


8. How important was the growing production of oil in the region to Britain?


Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .


Read Denis Judd’s Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to
the Present, pp. 92-103.


Lecture 10:
The Suez Canal, Egypt, Sudan, and the Middle East


Introduction:


The opening of the Suez Canal challenged Britain’s economic and ruling
interests, and Britain faced turmoil in Egypt and the Middle East.


Admiral Lord (Horatio) Nelson
(1758-1805)
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4. In 1875, Tory Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli bought enough Suez Canal
Company shares to make the United Kingdom a major player in Egyptian
affairs.


5. There followed a period of Anglo-French dual control, a form of indirect
rule, amid the chronic international indebtedness of the Khedive (the ruler
of Egypt).


6. The serious anti-European Alexandria Riots of 1882 precipitated a
British invasion a few months later in order to protect the canal and to
restore law and order. France refused, however, to cooperate with Britain
in this invasion.


7. From 1882, Egypt was effectively ruled by the British Agent Lord Cromer.


8. The ensuing strong British presence in Egypt was typified by incorrupt rule,
economic development, the establishment of military bases, the introduc-
tion of the Egyptian pound sterling, and the growth of British institutions like
Cook’s Tours and the chic and swanky Shepheard’s Hotel.


9. The 1888 Suez Canal Convention in theory guaranteed all nations freedom
of passage through the canal; in fact, Britain held the keys.


The Sudan


1. Britain was dragged into the Sudan after 1882 because Egypt technically
ruled the province and Britain now effectively controlled Egypt.


2. A fundamentalist Muslim uprising, led by the Mahdi, “the promised one,”
threatened to expel Egypt from the Sudan.


3. Eventually, after the humiliating defeat of the British general Hicks Pasha
in 1883, the United Kingdom sent General Gordon, an eccentric soldier
and evangelical, to evacuate Anglo-Egyptian forces from Sudan.


4. Gordon decided to face the Mahdist rebellion and was killed at the fall of
Khartoum; a national outcry followed, and Queen Victoria’s anger threat-
ened to unseat Gladstone’s Liberal government.
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The opening of the Suez Canal, 1869, and its designer, Ferdinand de Lesseps
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5. British power was reasserted only in
1898 with General Kitchener’s defeat of
the Mahdists at Omdurman, a battle
which saw the last great cavalry charge
in British military history and was expe-
rienced by the young Winston Churchill.


6. Sudan became an Anglo-Egyptian con-
dominium (ruled jointly) and thus part of
the rapidly expanding Empire.


7. British administration of Sudan acquired
a reputation for the highest of stan-
dards—the Sudan Civil Service person-
nel were known as “the heaven born.”


Britain and the Middle East


1. By 1900, Britain had become a major
power in the region and was extending
its interests into the Persian Gulf and
mainland Arabia.


2. The Royal Navy was beginning to change from coal-fired engines to oil-
fired ones, thus leading to the need to secure oil supplies.


3. In 1908, Britain effectively partitioned Persia (modern Iran) with Russia,
taking the south where British Petroleum (BP) was starting to develop the
oil industry.


4. When war broke out in 1914, Britain set out to intervene in the region to
destabilise Turkish rule and encourage Arab nationalism.
This strategy was best exemplified by the work of Lawrence
of Arabia.


5. In 1914, Egypt was declared a British protectorate and brought formally
into the Empire.
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General Horatio Herbert Kitchener
(1850-1916)







1. Why was it so important for Britain to assume control of the Suez Canal?


2. Why was Britain brought into the conflict in the Sudan, and what were
the results?


Judd, Denis. Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to the
Present. Reprint edition. New York: Basic Books, 1998.


Neillands, Robin. The Dervish Wars: Gordon and Kitchener in the Sudan,
1880-1898. London: Murray, 1996.


Owen, Roger. Lord Cromer: Victorian Imperialist, Edwardian Proconsul.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004.


1. www.lcweb2.loc.gov/frd/cs/egtoc.html - Library of Congress Country
Studies: Egypt. Pages on the site include historical information involving
the early French occupation of Egypt (under Napoleon), Egypt under the
Ottoman Empire, the building of the Suez Canal, and British occupation.


2. www.aboutnelson.co.uk/thenile.htm - Page about Admiral Lord Nelson and
the Battle of the Nile. Detailed description of the events leading up to the
battle, the battle itself, and the ships involved (a very “pro-Nelson” site).


3. http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/historic_figures/lesseps_ferdinand_de.shtml -
BBC page with a short, but informative, history of Ferdinand de Lesseps
and the Suez Canal.


4. http://www.sudanhome.com/info/anglo.htm - “The Anglo-Egyptian
Condominium, 1899-1955”: A history of British involvement in the Sudan.


5. www.lib.byu.edu/~rdh/wwi/1914m/anglruss.html - Brigham Young University
page with the text of the 1907 Anglo-Russian Entente, which established
the Triple Entente that partitioned “Persia.”
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Opening Up Africa


1. The allure and mystery of Africa, the “last continent” to be opened up to
European scrutiny and exploitation, was to reach its high point with the
“scramble” for possession during the 1880s and ’90s.


2. There was also intense interest in exploration (e.g., for the source of the
Nile and along the great river systems of the Congo and the Zambezi).


3. Africa also yielded strange flora and fauna, and human beings; there were
the short pygmies of the Congo and the giant Watusi of east Africa, as
well as unknown animals like the secretive Okapi.


4. Missionaries also hoped to win Africa for Christianity, though much of the
north and east of the continent was already Muslim.


5. Antislavery campaigns were sincerely fought by many European organisa-
tions and supported by European governments.


6. Africa was increasingly seen as the source of precious minerals, gold, dia-
monds, and copper.


Issues . . .


1. Why did European imperialism come last to Africa?


2. Why was the exploration of Africa so highly charged and newsworthy dur-
ing the nineteenth century?


3. Why was Africa called the “Dark Continent”?


4. What factors brought about the partition of Africa, sometimes called the
“Scramble for Africa”?


5. How valuable was the African economy to the British market?


6. Why did Africa attract comparatively few British settlers?


7. How important was the antislavery campaign to the colonisation of Africa?


8. What particular problems did Southern Africa pose for the British?


Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .


Read Denis Judd’s Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to
the Present, pp. 117-129.


Lecture 11:
The Partition of Africa:


Opening Up the “Dark Continent”


Introduction:


In the latter years of the nineteenth century, European powers focused their
attention upon Africa for exploration, possession, missionary activity, and the
acquisition of raw materials such as gold and diamonds. In the end, Britain
and France annexed the largest portions of the continent.
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7. European settlement also seemed attractive in areas like Kenya, South
Africa, and the two Rhodesias (modern Zambia and Zimbabwe).


The Strategic Imperative


1. For Britain, after the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, Africa became
increasingly important as the alternative, long route to the Suez Canal,
round the Cape to India and the Far East.


2. Britain also took territory on the peripheries of Egypt in order to secure
the Suez route: countries like Sudan, Kenya, Somaliland, Aden, Uganda,
and Cyprus.


3. Britain also sometimes jumped into territory in order to deny it to rival
imperial powers—notably France and Germany.


The Economic Motive


1. Africa promised not merely wealth through mineral deposits and raw
materials, but also through an ever-expanding market as territory was
opened up.


2. Much hope was put into Africa as a receiver of investment from the sur-
plus capital of the developed British economy.


3. By 1900, however, despite some spectacular successes, especially in the
Gold Coast, South Africa, and Kenya, the proportion of British trade with
tropical Africa was only about 1 percent of the whole.


4. Africa had proved relatively disappointing to British business, and the
development of infrastructure was small by 1900.


Imperial Rivalry


1. After the Franco-Prussian War of 1870-71, the great powers of Europe did
not fight again until 1914. To some extent, however, their nationalist rival-
ries found a release in the often fierce competition for colonies in Africa.


2. After its unification in 1871, Germany entered the imperial race mostly to
prove its new great power status.


3. Much of the division of the spoils was peaceful and the result of treaties.
The fact that nearly 40 percent of Africa’s frontiers were straight lines
drawn by European negotiators indicated this.


4. To some extent the atmosphere of competition was exaggerated toward the
end of the century by the growth of the popular press, always seeking sen-
sational news items. It is worth noting, incidentally, that H.M. Stanley was
sent to Africa to “find” Dr. David Livingstone by an American newspaper.


5. By the time of Queen Victoria’s death in 1901, almost the whole of Africa
had been taken over by European powers. Of these, it was Britain and
France that seized the lion’s share.


6. Despite the excitement and drama of the partition, however, much of the
interior of Africa remained little known and undeveloped.
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7. Africa also seemed as threatening as promising, especially with the
impact of diseases like yellow fever and malaria upon Europeans.


8. The real thrust of the development of Africa along European lines was not
to take place until well into the twentieth century.
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An 1872 illustration depicting the first meeting of Stanley and Livingstone at Ujyi, on Lake
Tanganyika, Africa. Stanley is alleged to have said, “Dr. Livingstone, I presume?” on his arrival.
The drawing was based on Dr. Livingstone’s own material. “It is as correct as if the scene had
been photographed,” Stanley said.







1. What strategic importance did Africa hold for Britain?


2. What particular problems did Africa pose for the British?


Judd, Denis. Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to the
Present. Reprint edition. New York: Basic Books, 1998.


Hyam, Ronald. Britain’s Imperial Century: A Study of Empire and Expansion,
1815-1914. 3rd edition. New York: Palgrave Macillan, 2002.


Parkenham, Thomas. The Scramble for Africa. London: Weidenfeld, 1991.


1. www.fordham.edu/halsall/africa/africasbook.html - Fordham University site
containing information on European Imperialism, including articles, essays,
and relevant links.


2. http://www.pbs.org/empires/victoria/history/scramble.html - PBS page on
Queen Victoria’s Empire and the “Scramble for Africa.”
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Issues . . .


1. Who really built the Empire? Was it down to the politicians and planners
or to the spontaneous emigration of millions of ordinary men and women
to find better lives overseas?


2. How important was the role of the traders and merchants?


3. Or the missionary drive to convert the “native people” to Christianity and
to “civilised” standards?


4. Then there were the explorers, eager for fame and fortune.


5. And the politicians, who saw the advantages to both themselves and the
nation in an expanding and prosperous empire.


6. What about the dissenters and rebels, from Irish nationalists to militant
trade unionists, from social outcasts to utopian nation builders?


7. Then the ordinary, often impoverished men and women who were forced,
one way or another, to leave Britain for a better life.


8. By 1900, how strong was feeling for the Empire?


9. And what about all of those who opposed imperial expansion and hated
the arrogance and racism that was a part of Empire?


Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .


Read Denis Judd’s Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to
the Present, pp. 226-241.


Lecture 12:
Empire Builders and Empire Critics


Introduction:


As Empire became a greater and greater part of British identity, various
groups embraced it for a multitude of reasons particular to their interests.
Criticism of Empire was also received from a number of factions.


Empire Builders in General


1. For most of the nineteenth century, it was the Tory or Conservative
party that most strongly supported imperial expansion, though the
Liberals generally went along with it, despite deploring excessive mili-
tarism and exploitation.


2. Missionaries and evangelicals wanted to spread the faith as far and wide
as possible, though some radical missionaries disliked imperialism’s racial
attitudes and divisions.


3. British industry, commerce, and banking saw unlimited opportunities in the
British Empire.
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4. The poor and the unsuccessful also wanted the
opportunities that Empire provided, as well as
the generally more-democratic colonial soci-
eties that resulted overseas—e.g., in Australia
and Canada.


5. The Monarchy was steadfastly associat-
ed with Empire in all its pomp and
splendour—especially Queen Victoria,
Empress of India.


Empire Builders in Particular:
A Few Examples


1. Benjamin Disraeli, Conservative prime
minister during the 1870s, went out of his
way to promote the Empire and ensure its
centrality in British life.


2. Joseph Chamberlain, colonial secre-
tary from 1895 to 1903, strove to make Empire the bedrock upon which
Britain’s future prosperity and continuing greatness would be built.


3. David Livingstone, missionary, cared more for exploration and the
opening up of African territories to British influence than the hard slog
of conversion.


4. Cecil Rhodes, gold and diamond millionaire in
South Africa, agitated for more imperial
expansion and personally brought two great
colonies, Northern and Southern Rhodesia,
into the Empire.


5. Field Marshal Lord Kitchener was only one of a
number of generals who enthusiastically
crushed the resistance of indigenous people in
order to expand and consolidate the Empire.


6. Rudyard Kipling, poet and writer, born in India,
was an eloquent and committed supporter of
the Empire and the civilising mission.


The Anti-Imperialists


1. Despite the overall support for Empire, many
British people resolutely opposed and disliked it.


2. Many Liberals found its brutalities distasteful,
and as socialism developed, many Labour sup-
porters denounced it.


3. Peace groups and the Nonconformist churches
often attacked Empire and what it represented.
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Rudyard Kipling
(1865-1936)
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4. Women were often far more critical of imperialism
than men (e.g., Mary Kingsley, a redoubtable
African explorer and opponent of military force,
passionately defended the rights of African people
and died of enteric fever during the South African
War while nursing Boer prisoners-of-war).


5. British intellectuals, writers, and thinkers frequent-
ly opposed Empire, people like John Stuart Mill,
H.G. Wells, George Bernard Shaw, E.M. Forster,
and many more.


6. Many Irish Catholics also opposed Empire as an
extension of the oppression visited upon Ireland
by the British state.


7. Within the colonies themselves, opposition came
from outsider groups, like the French of Canada,
the Afrikaners (or Boers) of South Africa, and the
Irish immigrants to the Antipodes.


8. Increasingly, non-European subjects voiced criti-
cism, from Indian nationalists to the Jamaican
rebels of 1865, from the New Zealand Maoris to
the elites of the West African colonies.


An Ongoing Debate


1. The truth is that empire and imperialism was never a static phenomenon.


2. As economic and political circumstances changed, so too did attitudes
and emphasis.


3. What was evident, however, by 1901, was that the Empire had become
an apparently permanent part of British identity and global power.


Mary Kingsley
1862-1900
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1. Within Britain, who were the staunchest supporters of Empire?


2. Why might British intellectuals and writers have opposed Empire?


Judd, Denis. Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to the
Present. Reprint edition. New York: Basic Books, 1998.


Ferguson, Neil. Empire: How Britain Made the Modern World. London: Allen
Lane, 2003.


Porter, Bernard. The Absent-Minded Imperialists: What the British Really
Thought About Empire. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004.


1. www.victorianweb.org/authors/disraeli/disraeliov.html - Page devoted to
Benjamin Disraeli.


2. http://www.kipling.org.uk/kip_fra.htm - Website of the Kipling Society, includ-
ing pages on his life, some poetry, and other Kipling resources.


3. www.africanhistory.about.com/library/weekly/aa011002a.htm - A short, but
concise, biography of Mary Kingsley.
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British Rule and Afrikaner Reaction


1. Although Britain took over the Cape by 1815, they had to cope not merely
with the black tribespeople but also with the entrenched Afrikaner, or
Boer, settlers.


2. There was a clash of cultures and a growing tension.


3. The Great Trek of the 1830s saw the migration of thousands of Boers
to the north to escape British rule.


4. The political compromise of the 1850s confirmed the British colonies of
the Cape and Natal, and recognised the new Afrikaner republics of the
Transvaal and the Orange Free State.


5. But the discovery of diamonds and gold after 1869 destroyed this status quo.


The Descent to War


1. The flood of English-speakers into the gold-rich Transvaal after the 1886
gold strike near Johannesburg destabilised the political situation.


Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .


Read Denis Judd’s Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to
the Present, pp. 104-116 and 154-170.


Lecture 13:
Conflict and War in South Africa


Introduction:


Anglo-Boer antagonism turned to a bitter war for Britain in Africa. In the end,
Britain would incorporate the Boer republics into the Empire, and the 1910
Union of South Africa would lay the foundations for apartheid.
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Issues . . .


1. Why were Afrikaans and English speakers in South Africa so often at
odds with each other?


2. What did they agree on?


3. What did Britain want from its presence in South Africa?


4. What impact upon black South Africans did the European presence have?


5. How did the discovery of gold and diamonds affect the situation?


6. Was the Anglo-Boer war inevitable by 1899?


7. Why was the war so hard for the British to win?


8. What did Britain learn from the war?


9. Why were black interests abandoned by Britain at the end of the war?







2. British imperialists, like Cecil
Rhodes, began to press for a
showdown with the Transvaal
republic led by President Paul
Kruger.


3. At the end of 1895, the Jameson
Raid, a failed British coup d’etat,
solidified Anglo-Boer antagonism.


4. The coming to power of a
Conservative-Unionist government
in the summer of 1895, with the
committed imperialist Chamberlain
as Colonial Secretary, made war
far more likely.


5. British diplomatic initiative and
troop movements force a hostile
ultimatum from the Kruger govern-
ment in October 1899.


The War, 1899-1902


1. The British suffered early defeats, especially the three of “Black Week”
during December 1899.


2. The besieged towns of Mafeking, Ladysmith, and Kimberley were viewed
as symbolically important.


3. The turn of the tide in the spring of 1900 under newly arrived comman-
ders, Lords Roberts and Kitchener.


4. The subsequent Boer guerrilla war: British scorched-earth countertactics
and the Boer civilian refugee problem.


5. The concentration camps, the mass deaths of Afrikaner civilians, and the
ensuing bitter controversy.


6. Foreign help for Boers (an international brigade fought with them) and the
fierce foreign criticism of Britain’s role in the war.


7. The British pro-Boers and the peace movement—e.g., Emily Hobhouse
brought the scandal of the concentration camps to the world’s notice.


8. The slow collapse of Afrikaner resistance.


The Peace of Vereeniging, May 1902


1. The two conquered Boer republics were incorporated into the British
Empire.


2. There were very generous peace terms for Boer fighters, and even for the
“Cape Rebels” who were British subjects.


3. Black African hopes for justice and modest advancement were sacrificed
in the cause of Anglo-Boer cooperation, causing the formation of the
African National Congress.
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John Cecil Rhodes (1853-1902)
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4. The failures and the lessons of the war
produced an avalanche of British military
and defence planning reforms—see
Kipling’s poem No End of a Lesson.


Union of South Africa, 1910


1. By 1908, negotiations for a united, white-
dominated South Africa were under way.


2. The Union of 1910 produced another
great white-ruled dominion within the
Empire.


3. Many Afrikaners collaborated with the
new regime.


4. Black rights were consistently eroded in the
cause of white supremacy.


5. There was growing economic prosperity, almost entirely for the benefit of
whites.


6. The foundations of the future apartheid system of racial segregation and
inequality were firmly in place.


Boer boys taken in battle, POWs
of the British, ca. 1900
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1. What factors increased Anglo-Boer tensions that eventually led to war?


2. What was the result of the Union of South Africa in 1910?


Judd, Denis. Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to the
Present. Reprint edition. New York: Basic Books, 1998.


Judd, Denis, and Keith Surridge. The Boer War. New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2003.


Nasson, William. The South African War, 1899-1902. London: Arnold
Publishers, 1999.


1. www.anglo-boer.co.za/ - Website of the Anglo-Boer War Museum in
Bloemfontein, South Africa. It catalogues the Boer perspective of the South
African War of 1899-1902.


2. www.members.iinet.net.au/~perthdps/military/index.html - Website dedicat-
ed to Australians who served in the Boer War. The site has many interest-
ing details, including vocabulary of the war, a bibliography, and links to
other sites of interest.


�FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING


Consider


Other Books of Interest


Websites to Visit
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Royalty and the Empire


1. As the Empire became larger and
more complex during the nine-
teenth century, politicians and pro-
pagandists sought to find ways of
binding it more closely together.


2. One obvious and safe way was to
emphasise the overarching role of
the monarchy in the form of Queen
Victoria as the “great white queen
over the water.” After all, every citi-
zen of the Empire was her subject.


3. In 1876, Premier Disraeli had hit
upon the brilliant formula of pro-
claiming Victoria Empress of India.


4. As the century wore on, the royal
family came to take a far more
active role in state ceremonial and
to undertake royal tours of the
Empire.


Issues . . .


1. Why was the Diamond Jubilee so popular in Britain and the Empire?


2. What did it symbolise?


3. How widespread were the celebrations?


4. Did it demonstrate national confidence, or the lack of it?


5. What was the scale and vitality of the Empire at the turn of the century?


6. What were its failings and problems?


Before beginning this lecture you may want to . . .


Read Denis Judd’s Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to
the Present, pp. 130-153.


Lecture 14:
Hurrah for the Jubilee! Queen Victoria’s 1897
Diamond Jubilee and the Meaning of Empire


Introduction:


In 1897, Britain celebrated the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria, an event
designed as much as anything to celebrate the Empire and reassert Britain’s
international standing. As Britain entered the twentieth century, serious ques-
tions were raised about the future of the Empire.
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Disraeli presents Queen Victoria with a crown
representing India, from Punch Magazine, 1876.







5. After her consort’s death in 1861, the mourning Victoria chose to do very
little of this. But she encouraged her children and relations to play
their parts.


6. In 1887, however, she was persuaded to celebrate her Golden Jubilee
after fifty years as Queen, and found it an enjoyable experience, express-
ing surprise that her people seemed to love her so much.


7. In 1897, she was made the centre of a phenomenal outpouring of patriotic
and imperial celebration for her Diamond Jubilee.


Aim of the 1897 Jubilee


1. In the hands of shrewd government propagandists like Colonial Secretary
Joseph Chamberlain, the jubilee became a showpiece to convince the
British people and the rest of the world that all was well with the
old imperial lion.


2. Celebrations were to be held throughout the Empire, no matter how small
or backward the imperial possession.


3. In Britain, nationwide celebrations at the end of June were to culminate in
the great jubilee procession through the crowded
London streets.


4. The event went spectacularly well, despite some grumbling by certain left-
wing Liberals, socialists, trade unionists, and Irish nationalists.


5. Overseas comment was almost universally respectful and admiring.
Britain’s global standing seemed to have been reasserted as a result of
the display.


The Down Side?


1. Despite the magnificent display and ceremonial, there was another way of
seeing Britain at the end of the nineteenth century.


2. Arguably, Britain was slipping from her preeminent world position.


3. Her economy was being seriously challenged by the more innovative and
dynamic economies of the United States and Imperial Germany.


4. During the late 1890s, a serious economic depression seemed to signal
the end of the Victorian economic miracle.


5. The Royal Navy’s supremacy was being threatened by the German naval
building programme of the 1890s.


6. Other European powers had acquired substantial empires too.


7. Were the British people as ready as before to dominate the world? There
were worries about “the race” degenerating, fears given substance by the
poor physical condition of many army recruits and by the sordid prosecu-
tion of Oscar Wilde in 1896 for homosexual offences.


8. By 1900, 90 percent of Britons lived in towns and cities, often in poor
housing and with inadequate diets.
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The Empire as Camouflage


1. Empire was thus utilised as a morale booster designed to convince the
onlooker that all was still well with Britain and all things British.


2. The Diamond Jubilee can therefore be seen as much as propaganda and
reassurance as a genuine expression of optimism.


3. Indeed the more pessimistic mood was beautifully caught by Kipling’s
great Jubilee poem, Recessional, with its warnings of imperial and nation-
al decline. Could Britain remain a great power in the new and uncertain
twentieth century?


4. The Empire thus played a vital role in demonstrating and ensuring
Britain’s continuing global status as the world’s first superpower.


5. The twentieth century, however, was to reveal that Britain was to be
challenged, both from Europe and by the forces of imperial nationalism,
as never before.


6. Queen Victoria’s death in 1901 shocked the nation and seemed to sym-
bolise the beginning of a far less comfortable and less certain era in
British and Empire history.
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1. What did the Diamond Jubilee represent both for Britain and for its subjects
in the Empire?


2. What would be the greatest threat to the Empire in the twentieth century?


Judd, Denis. Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to the
Present. Reprint edition. New York: Basic Books, 1998.


MacKenzie, John M. Imperialism and Popular Culture. London: Palgrave
Macmillan, 1986.


Morris, Jan. Pax Britannica: The Climax of an Empire. Orlando, FL: Harvest
Books, 2002.


1. www.empiremuseum.co.uk/main.htm - Website of the British Empire and
Commonwealth Museum in London (includes links, book resources, and
news about the museum).


2. www.victorianstation.com/queen.html - Website of the Victorian Station, a site
dedicated to the Victorian Era. This page on Queen Victoria has images of
Queen Victoria and her family.


Erickson, Carolly. Her Little Majesty, The Life of Queen Victoria. Narrated by
Nelson Runger. UNABRIDGED. Recorded Books, 1999.
9 cassettes/12.5 hours.


To order Recorded Books, call 1-800-636-3399 or go to
www.modernscholar.com. Also available for rental.


�FOR GREATER UNDERSTANDING


Consider


Other Books of Interest


Websites to Visit


Recorded Books
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You’ll get the most out of this course if you have the following book:


Judd, Denis. Empire: The British Imperial Experience, from 1765 to the
Present. Reprint edition. New York: Basic Books, 1998.


Suggested Reading:


Canny, Nicholas, ed. The Oxford History of the British Empire: The Origins of
Empire. Oxford & New York: Oxford University Press, 1998.


Judd, Denis. The Lion and the Tiger: The Rise and Fall of the British Raj,
1600-1947. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004.


Other Books of Interest:


Anderson, Fred. Crucible of War: The Seven Years’ War and the Fate of
Empire in British North America, 1754-1766. New York: Vintage Books
USA, 2001.


Bayly, Christopher. Imperial Meridian: The British Empire and the World, 1780-
1830. London: Pearson Education UK, 1989.


Belich, James. Making Peoples: A History of the New Zealanders from
Polynesian Settlement to the End of the Nineteenth Century. Honolulu, HI:
University of Hawaii Press, 1996.


Bothwell, Robert, and Denis Judd. A Traveller’s History of Canada.
Northampton, MA: Interlink Publishing Group, 2001.


Cain, P.J., and A.J. Hopkins. British Imperialism: Innovation and Expansion,
1688-1914. London: Longman Publishing Group, 1993.


Creighton, Donald G. Canada’s First Century. London: MacMillan, 1976.


Draper, Theodore. A Struggle for Power: The American Revolution. New York:
Vintage Books USA, 1997.


Edsall, Nicholas C. Richard Cobden: Independent Radical. Cambridge, MA:
Harvard University Press, 1986.


Ferguson, Neil. Empire: How Britain Made the Modern World. London: Allen
Lane, 2003.


Howe, Stephen. Ireland and Empire: Colonial Legacies in Irish History and
Culture. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000.


Hughes, Robert. The Fatal Shore: The Epic of Australia’s Founding. New York:
Vintage Books USA, 1988.


Hyam, Ronald. Britain’s Imperial Century: A Study of Empire and Expansion,
1815-1914. 3rd edition. New York: Palgrave Macillan, 2002.


James, Lawrence. The Rise and Fall of the British Empire. London: Little,
Brown, 1994.


Judd, Denis, and Keith Surridge. The Boer War. New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2003.
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Other Books of Interest (continued):


———. Radical Joe: A Life of Joseph Chamberlain. Cardiff, Wales, UK:
Wales University Press, 1993.


Keay, John. India: A History. London: HarperCollins, 2000.


Kenny, Kevin, ed. Oxford History of the British Empire: Ireland and the British
Empire. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000.


Koehn, Nancy F. The Powers of Commerce: Economy and Governance in the
First British Empire. Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1995.


MacKenzie, John M. Imperialism and Popular Culture. London: Palgrave
Macmillan, 1986.


Macmillan, Margaret. Women of the Raj. London: Thames & Hudson, 1996.


Marshall, P.J., ed. The Cambridge Illustrated History of the British Empire.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996.


Martin, Gerald, ed. The Durham Report and British Policy: A Critical Essay.
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972.


Morris, Jan. Pax Britannica: The Climax of an Empire. Orlando, FL: Harvest
Books, 2002.


Nasson, William. The South African War, 1899-1902. London: Arnold
Publishers, 1999.


Neillands, Robin. The Dervish Wars: Gordon and Kitchener in the Sudan,
1880-1898. London: Murray, 1996.


Owen, Roger. Lord Cromer: Victorian Imperialist, Edwardian Proconsul.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004.


Parkenham, Thomas. The Scramble for Africa. London: Weidenfeld, 1991.


Porter, Bernard. The Absent-Minded Imperialists: What the British Really
Thought About Empire. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004.


Wolpert, Stanley. A New History of India. 3rd edition. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1989.


All books are available online through www.modernscholar.com
or by calling Recorded Books at 1-800-636-3399.







Recorded Books:


Erickson, Carolly. The First Elizabeth. Narrated by Nelson Runger.
UNABRIDGED. Recorded Books, 2000. 12 cassettes/18.5 hours.


———. Her Little Majesty, The Life of Queen
Victoria. Narrated by Nelson Runger.
UNABRIDGED. Recorded Books, 1999.
9 cassettes/12.5 hours.


Keneally, Thomas. The Great Shame, and the
Triumph of the Irish in the English-Speaking
World. Narrated by John McDonough.
UNABRIDGED. Recorded Books, 2000.
24 cassettes/36 hours.


Lancaster, Bruce. The American Revolution.
Narrated by Alan Bergreen. UNABRIDGED.
Recorded Books, 2001. 8 cassettes/11 hours.


Moorehead, Alan. Cooper’s Creek, The Opening of
Australia. Narrated by Nelson Runger.
UNABRIDGED. Recorded Books, 2002.
6 cassettes/8.5 hours.


Schama, Simon. A History of Britain: The Wars of the British, 1603-1776.
Narrated by Timothy West. ABRIDGED. Recorded Books, 2003.
7 cassettes/11 hours.


Sugden, John. Sir Francis Drake. Narrated by Ian Stuart. UNABRIDGED.
Recorded Books, 2003. 14 cassettes/19.5 hours.


To order Recorded Books, call 1-800-636-3399 or go to
www.modernscholar.com. Also available for rental.
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